Introduction. The complete cohomology theory of groups was extended by Nakayama [8] to the case of Frobenius algebras. He [10] also proposed to classify algebras in accordance with the length of a right augumented, two-sided, projective, injective resolution. One of the purposes of this paper is to give a partial extension of the above complete cohomology theory to the case of nonquasi-Frobenius algebras and another is to give an estimation of the length.
Let B be an associative algebra over a commutative field with unit element 1
and M a unital right B-module. If
(1) 0->M->X1-+X2-*-^X" is a minimal injective resolution^) of M, then we shall say that M has dominant dimension 2: n, provided that Xk is projective for all k^n, where it should be noted even the zero module is considered to be projective. The largest such integer(2) n is called in this paper the dominant dimension of M and denoted by domi.dimBM. When no such integer exists the dimension is defined to be oo. The modules we are chiefly concerned with are BB which is B considered as a right module over itself and BB. which is B considered as a right module over Be= B ® B°. In fact domi.dim B.B is the length considered by Nakayama. In both cases B is a QF-3 algebra in the sense of Thrall [12] if and only if domi. dim 2} ^ 1 [11] . So our interest is confined to the class of QF-3 algebras.
On the other hand, for QF-3 algebras there exists a result established by Morita [6] . The result is stated as follows: For a given QF-3 algebra B let X be the unique minimal faithful right B-moduIe. Denote by A the B-endomorphism algebra of X as a left operator domain. Then X is fully faithful as a left /1-module and the ,4-endomorphism algebra B' of X is QF-3. Here a left .4-module L is said to be fully faithful if every indecomposable projective left yl-module as well as every indecomposable injective left A -module is ^4-isomorphic to a direct summand of L. The above settings about QF-3 algebras are fundamental in this paper and the meanings of notations A, B and B' will be retained throughout.
In §1 the correlation between domi.dim BM and domi.dim B,M®BB' is discussed and as an application we obtain that if domi. dimflcß > 1, then B = B'. The upper bound of dominant dimension of modules is investigated in §2. Especially domi. dimB" B g dim A + 1 holds, provided 0 < dim 4 < oo.
In [10] Nakayama has conjectured that B is quasi-Frobenius if domi. dimB,7i = oo and proved it for the case of B being a generalized uni-serial algebra. The author is, however, likely inclined to conjecture that B is quasiFrobenius if domi. dimBB = oo. In §3 we shall prove that our conjecture holds for the case of A being generalized uni-serial. Since domi. dimB«B ;£ domi.dimBB, this assures Nakayama's conjecture is true for this case.
In the beginning of §4 we shall introduce as a generalization of Nakayama's automorphism of Frobenius algebra a ring-isomorphism between two subrings of B. Then following Kasch's argument in [4] we have the isomorphisms between (negative dimensional) cohomology groups over Be-modules and (positive dimensional) homology groups over Ae-modules under a restriction of dimensions.
Here it is noted that the restriction is determined by dominant dimension of a Be-module.
1. Reduction theorems. Let B be a QF-3 algebra and eB the faithful, projective, injective right ideal of B, i.e., e is a suitable idempotent of B and eB is a dominant ideal in the sense of Thrall [12] . Let A be the B-endomorphism algebra of eB considered as a left operator domain of eB. Then A = eBe and from Lemma 17.4 of [6] we know eB is a fully faithful left A-module (for definition cf. Introduction). Denote by B' the A-endomorphism algebra of eB as a right operator domain. Then by Theorem 17.2 of [6] , B' is a QF-3 algebra and there exists an idempotent / of B' such that eB =fB', and fB' is a faithful, projective, injective right B'-module. Let Be' be the dual representation module (i.e., = HomKieB,K)). Then by duality it is clear that there exists such an idempotent /' of B' that B'f = Be'. Thus B is obtained as a subalgebra of B' which contains 1 and B'f and/B'.
We may assume throughout that B is self-basic, that is to say, the basic algebra of B is isomorphic to B itself, for dominant dimensions and homological dimensions are invariant under any category-isomorphism. Now we shall prove Proposition 1.1. Let B and B' be QF-3 algebras just introduced above and M a right B-module. Let Ôr, <5, ¿7
be an exact sequence of right B-homomorphisms o¡, 0 ^ i ^ n, where X¡ is a direct sum of nrcopies of eB. Then we have an exact sequence
of right B'-homomorphisms A¡, where Y¡ is a direct sum of n¡-copies of fB'.
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Proof. We shall prove that the induced sequence of right B'-homomorphisms
is exact. Put o¡ ® B' = A¡ and denote by 1 the unit element of B.
Consider right B-homomorphisms 9¡, i ^ 0 :Xi^>Xi®BB' defined by 9i(xi) = xi®leX®BB' for all x¡eX, i ^ 1 and 0o(*o) = *o® 1 e M ®bb'
for all x0 e M. Then clearly every 0¡ is a monomorphism. We shall express Xt, i ^ 1, as a direct sum of «¡-copies of eB: X¡ = @lLxu)eB, u)eB x eB. Then we have x¡ ® b' = Ej'Uujeb; ® ¿' = S"'»i«/ ® eo^-b', where ¿'eB', beB, ;' = l,2,--,n and x¿® b' eXi®BB'. Since eB = eB', x¡®í>' = î,"=xujebjb' ® 1
and it follows that 0¡, i ^ 1, is an epimorphism and consequently an isomorphism.
Thus we obtain the following commutative diagram :
>X2® B' -?3 B 9.
->X"®B'
where the upper row is exact. Since 9¡, i > 0, is an isomorphism, the exactness of (3') follows from (4). Since B is self-basic, B' is also self-basic and QF-3. Hence r s B'f. It follows that rÇ5, for B'f = Be' s B. Then (6) contradicts to that ô0 is a monomorphism. Thus (5) must be exact. Remark. The inequality of the above relation really holds. Let B, B' and B" be subalgebras of full matrix ring K14 over a commutative field K such that the elements in the following table form K-basis respectively: B:e1 = cll+c22+c33, e2 = c44+c55, e3 = c66 + c77, C4 = C88 + C99 + C10,10, e5 = Cll,ll + C12,12» e6 = c13.13 + c14,14> cll,l + c12,3, c13,l + c14,2> c51, c71> c10.1> c94 + C10,5>C3.4> c12.4> c8 6 + c10,7, c26> c14,6> c12.9,c14,8» c10,ll> C10.t3.
B": annexing elements c711, c5iU, c7 13, c5 13 to the table of B, B': annexing elements c39, c28 to the table of B". Here c, ; denotes the matrix with 1 in the (ij)-position and zero elsewhere. Then domi. dim BB = domi.dim w,B" = 1 and domi. dimB.B' = 3.
Remark. The dominant dimension of a QF-3 algebra which is isomorphic to an endomorphism algebra of a fully faithful module is not necessarily larger than 1 (cf. the example of Remark of Theorem 1.9).
Consider the enveloping algebra Be = B ®KB° of B, where B° is the opposite algebra of B. Then B may be regarded to be a right Be-module by the following definition: a • b ■ c= b(c®Ka°), for a, b,ceB and a0 eB°. It was shown in [11] that domi. dim B.B 2; 1 if and only if B is QF-3. In this case B" is also QF-3 and its unique minimal faithful right Bc-ideal is isomorphic to eB ®K e'°B°.
Similarly as Theorem 1.4 we have Theorem 1.6. //domi.dim B.B > 1, then B = B'.
Proof. Let 0-*B-+yo Yx be an exact sequence, where Yx is isomorphic to a direct sum of n-copies of eB ® e'°B°. Then by Lemma 1.3 we have only to prove that 0->B®B.(B')c->A° Y®B.(B')e is also exact, because if it is proved, BxB®Be(B')e and consequently B = B'. Since any element of B®B«(B')eis expressed by 1 ® ß for a suitable element ß of (B')e, we may take 1 ® ß as an element of Ker A0. Let D be a simple subideal of ß ■ (B')e. Then l®Dç Ker A0. an exact sequence with Xk, 1 ^ H n, which is a projective, injective right Bmodule. Without loss of generality we may assume that Xk is isomorphic to a direct sum of «¿-copies of eB, where M0 © M xeB and e is an idempotent of B. The projection / : M0 © M -* M0 may be considered as an idempotent of B and it holds B0 =fBf and M0 = eBf. Then multiplying (7) with / on the right hand we obtain
where Xk f is a direct sum of «¿-copies of eBf. Now we shall divide two cases.
Case 1. We shall take a right B-module B as JV; then in place of (7) and (8) we obtain (7') 0->B -*±+Xx -A* *2 _ii* ...ÍS^X", and
eBf is right /B/-projective, injective and BfxfBf®
where Xx is the injective hull of <50(B0) and Xk' is the injective hull of 3k_AX'k-i)-
Here we notice that if X'¡ = 0 for some j, then B0 is projective, injective Bomodule for Xj is B0-projective, and this implies B0 is quasi-Frobenius. Case 2. In this case we shall take Be-module B as JV; then we have to take in place of the ring B, B0, projective, injective right B-modules X¡ and the idempotent/, Be= B®KB°, Bo=fBf®KifBf)°, projective, injective right Be -modules Y¡ and an idempotent if®Kf°) of Be. Then in place of (8) we obtain an exact sequence Since self injective algebras are quasi-Frobenius, we obtain Corollary 2.3. Let B be a QF-3 algebra which is not quasi-Frobenius. If inj. dimBB < oo, then domi. dimBB < oo.
[August Remark. As an example of a QF-3 algebra which is not quasi-Frobenius and whose injective dimension = oo we can show a subalgebra B of the full matrix ring K10 over a commutative field K such that elements el = Cll + C22 + C33> e2 = C44 + c55 + C66» e3 = C77 + C88 + C99> eA = c10,10jc61>c81 + c92jc10,1j c24 + c35> C94)C27> c57 + c68>c6,10 form a K-basis.
Corollary 2.4. // a QF-3 algebra B is not separable, then the condition 0 <inj. dimB.B < oo implies domi. dimB*B < oo.
Let B be a QF-3 algebra and eB a minimal faithful right ideal, where e is an idempotent of B There exists an idempotent e' of B such that Be' xKom K(eB,K). Then HomK(eBe,K) is left eBe-isomorphic to eBe'. Since eBe is a projective, faithful right eBe-module, eBe' is an injective, faithful left eBe-module and similarly eBe' is an injective, faithful right e'Be'-module. It is well known that by the contra variant functor Horn ( , eBe') the duality holds between the category of finitely generated left eBe-modules and one of finitely generated right e'Be'-modules.
Now let ß be a right B-homomorphism : eB->eB. Then multiplying with the idempotent e' on the right-hand side we have right e'Be'-homomorphism a.: eBe'-^ eBe'. Conversely for a right e'Be'-homomorphism y : eBe'-*eBe' we have a right B-homomorphism Hom(Be',y): Home.Be-(Be',eBe') -» Home.Be.(Be',eBe') as follows: (Uom(Be',y)(qb))(x) = y(<l>(x)) for <b e Horn (Be', eBe'), x eBe'.
Further it holds Home-Be-(Be', eBe') x Home.Bc.(Be', HomÄ(e'Be', K)) x HomK(Be' ®e.Be,e'Be',K) x HomK(Be',K) x eB. Now we shall prove Proposition 2.5. Let a and ß be just introduced homomorphisms. Then there exists an isomorphism a: tlome.Be,(Be',eBe')-y eB such that the following diagram is commutative:
Home,Be,(Be',eBe') -^---^X Home,Be,(Be',eBe') ■ a 'I eB-► eB.
Proof. To begin with we identify eB with Home.Be,(Be',eBe'). Then by the assumption the following diagram is commutative:
0eHome,B(!,(Be',eBe')-> ß(9)eUome,Be.(Be',eBe') P P where ip9)ie'xe') = i9oe')ixe') = Bie'xe') for xe'e Be' and 0eHom(Be',eße').
In this case Horn (Be', eBe') is defined to be a left eBe-module by ib* 0)(xe') = b(0(xe')), for beeBe and xe'eBe' and Hom(Be',eBe') is fully faithful as a left eBe-module. Hence the right B-endomorphism algebra of Hom(Be',eBe') is eße and for a right B-homomorphism ß there exists an element bß of eBe such that /?(0) = bß* 9. Thus we have ißi9) o e')ixe') = ßi9o e')(xe') = ßi9ie'xe')) = ibß*9)ie'xe') = bie'xe')).
On the other hand, by a correspondence t : 9 o e'<->(0 o e')(e'), Home.B(,.(e'Be',eBe') «eBe'. Hence/? induces e'Be'-homomorphism a' :eBe'->eBe' such that a'((0 o e)(e')) = Ve ° e')(e')-Then it is sufficient to show that a' induces j5. Let n e Home-Be.(Be',eBe') ; then w(xe') e eBe'.There exists 0 e HomcBe(Be',eBe') such that i?(xe') = (0 o e')(e')> because we have only to put 0 o e' = t_1 (n(xe')).
Then we have (Hom(Be',a')(tt))(xe') = a'«(xe') = a'((0oe')(e')) = bßH9 o e')ie')) = bßinixe')) = ibB* l)ixe') = ßin)ixe'), for all xe'eBe'.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 2.6. Let B be a QF-3 algebra. Let M¡, i = 1,2, be a submodule of Xi respectively and X¡ free right B-modules. Let qbbea right B-homomorphism :
MX^>M2 and \¡i a right e'Be'-homomorphism: M1e'->M2e' defined by i/'(xe') = qbix) ■ e' for xeMx. Then there exists a natural isomorphism a such that the following diagram is commutative:
BAe',Mie') Hom(ge^lHome, Proof. Since B is a QF-3 algebra, for a suitable integer n, X¡ can be embedded in a direct sum X of n-copies of eB and we have a right B-homomorphism O : X -* X such that the following diagram is commutative :
Then from Proposition 2.5 the conclusion follows. If (9) is minimal in the sense that Im ft 2 the socle of Xi+i, then (10) is minimal in the sense of that Im a¡ 2 the socle of X¡ + x e '. We have now proved Proposition 2.7. Let Bbea QF-3 algebra with Be' and eB as unique minimal faithful left and right B-modules respectively. Let M be a right B-module. Then from the assumption 0 < inj. r. dime.Be.Me' < oo, it follows that domi. dimBM i inj. r. dime.Be.Me' + 1. Proof. Let us consider again B to be a right B"-module. Then in place of e', e'Be'we can take e'®Ke° and e'Be' ®Ke°B°e°. Hence from the assumption 0 < inj. r. dime-Be.®coBoeo eBe' < oo it follows that domi. dimB,B < inj. r. dime.Bc-®coBocoeBe' + 1. On the other hand, eBe'is left eBe-isomorphic to HomK(eBe, K) and right e'Be'-isomorphic to Homx (e'Be',K). Hence HomK(eße', K) is right eBe-isomorphic to eBe and is left e'Be'-isomorphic to e'Be'. Thus inj. r. dime.Be,®eoBoeoeBe' = proj. 1. dimeBe®eoBoeoeBe = dim eBe.
And we have proved domi. dim B.B ^ dim eBe + 1.
3. In case A is generalized uni-serial. Throughout this section we assume A is a generalized uni-serial algebra and B is an endomorphism algebra of a fully faithful A-module. We shall prove that if B is not quasi-Frobenius, the dominant dimension of B, considered as a right B-module, is finite. Since domi. dim B.B <á domi. dim BB, this implies Nakayama's conjecture holds for the same situation.
Let B be a QF-3 algebra and eB and Be' unique minimal faithful right ideal and unique minimal faithful left ideal, respectively. This sequence, however, is not always exact. For the sake of (13) being exact what condition does (12) satisfy? Let qb be an element of Ker A¡, i.e., o¡qb is the zero mapping. On the other hand, let \j/ be any element of Im A¡ _ x. Then there exists a homomorphism ¥ : Be ' -* X¡_ x such that ifb = ¿i_1xí'. Since it holds that Im^-j = Ker¿¡ and ImA¡.j Q KerA¡, we have Proposition 3.1. In order that KerA¡ = ImAj.,, it is necessary that o¡_x satisfies the following condition: For a homomorphism qb:Be' ->Imo¡_x, there always exists a homomorphism i¡/ : Be' -► X¡_ x such that the following diagram is commutative: where x¡ are minimal and Y¡e' is nonzero, indecomposable summand of Z¡e', for S is not injective and e'Be' is generalized uni-serial. By (15), (17) 0 -> Hom(Be',S)-> HomiBe'.T^') must be exact. But this is a contradiction.
To show the reason why this is a contradiction, we shall divide our discussion, (i) e'Be' is quasi-Frobenius.
In this case e' = e, (1 -e')Be' = (1 -e)Be and from Theorem 1.8 we may assume that (1 -e)Be is indecomposable and S = (1 -e)Be. Since the sequence (16) there is no homomorphism \¡i :(1 -e)Be-> Yi+pe such that xi+p^/ = qb, because otherwise iqb~15i+p)i]/ is an isomorphism: (1 -e)Be -* (1 -e)Be and (1 -e)Be is isomorphic to a direct summand of Yi+pe. Thus S is injective. But this contradicts the selection of S. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that (17) is not exact. We arrive at the above stated contradiction.
(ii) e'Be' is not quasi-Frobenius. In this case we may assume by Theorem 1.8 that every indecomposable injective right e'Be'-module which is not projective is isomorphic to a direct summand of (1 -e')Be'. We can select S among them. where Y¡e', 1 ij¡< i, is injective but not projective and not isomorphic to Yi+P. Hence Y}e' is considered as a direct summand of (1 -e')Be'. Since e'Be' is generalized uni-serial, we may assume there exists an epimorphism 9 : Y¡+pe ' -* Y¡e ' such that Xj9 = xi+p. Then we know that there exists no homomorphism \¡/ : Y je' -* Yi+p such that xl+p^i = x¡, for otherwise Xj9>j/(x) = Xj(x) holds for all x e Yje'; then Y,e' = 9\¡/(Yje') + Kerr,-. But Y¡e' is uni-serial, and hence 9\j/ must be an isomorphism. It follows that Y,e' is isomorphic to a direct summand of Yi+Pe', and consequently Y,e' x Yi+Pe'. But this is a contradiction. By Proposition 3.1, (17) is not exact. Thus in this case too we arrive at the first pointed contradiction. Remark. The class of QF-3 algebras, each of them obtained as the endomorphism algebra of a fully faithful module over a generalized uni-serial algebra, contains properly the class of generalized uni-serial algebras. In fact, the example at the remark of Theorem 1.8. is an endomorphism algebra of a fully faithful module over a generalized uni-serial algebra, but not generalized uni-serial. 4 . Isomorphisms between cohomology groups and homology groups. To begin with we shall intend to generalize the notion "Nakayama's automorphism of Frobenius algebra." Let B be a QF-3 algebra with eB with the unique minimal faithful right B-ideal. Then the unique minimal faithful left B-ideal Be' is Bisomorphic to HomÄ(eB,K) and by an identification of Be' with Homx(eB,X), eB and Be' form an orthogonal pair (inner product) with respect to K : for any element xeeB and any element y eBe' there corresponds an element (x,y) of K, and ixb, y) = (x, by) holds for any element b e B.
Then for an element p of eBe, (px,y) = ip,xy) holds, where xy e eBe'. In this pairing it is immediate that eBe and eBe' also form an orthogonal pair, and since K is contained in the center of B this makes it possible for us to identify every element p of eBe with an element of HomA(eBe',K), that is to say, for any elements x, y there exists an element p' of e'Be' such that iP,xy) = ixy,p').
Since in the right pairing eBe' and e'Be' form an orthogonal pair, the correspondence: p-*p' is unique and gives ring-isomorphism a: eBe -* e'Be'. When Bis a Frobenius algebra, a is Nakayama's automorphism. It is known that a is determined uniquely up to inner automorphisms of e'Be'.
Let /i,/2,--,4 be a left K-basis of eB and r1,r2,-.-,rk its dual right X-basis of Be'; that is to say, in the above pairing ilhrk)k = ôik holds. Then, if pl¡ = ~L: = xXijlj for peeBe, we have r¡p' = Zf=1r,A0-. Let X be a direct sum of m-copies of Be' : X =©"=i Be'Xj and T,fLx y,xy, y¡ e Be' be an element of X. Then we have Proposition 4.2. Let X* be a direct sum of m-copies of eBe: X*=0™=1e/eBe, BjeBexeBe.
And by Z*=18jPj, p¡eeBe, we shall denote an element of HomK(X, K) defined by I 2 ekpk J l S yjXj j = S ipk,yk).
Then the mapping X* ^ HomB(X,Be') defined by X* s/-> Spur /eHornB(X,Be') gives a semi-linear isomorphism connected with a. From left B-module A7 a left e'Be '-module e'N is obtained by restricting its operator domain Bto e'Be'. Now by e'Ne we shall denote an additive group having the following one-one correspondence with e'N : e'N6 ay -*6y e e'N. If we shall define the multiplication o with elements of eBe as follows '. po ye= p" ■ y, where a is Nakayama's ring-isomorphism, then JV*is considered to be a left eBe-module.
For given left B-modules M and N we shall define a homomorphism qb: KomK(eM,K)®eBee'Ne3f®y0-*(M 3 x -» (Spur f)(x)y)e Horn B(M, N). Then it is proved similarly as in [4] that qb is functorial in M and N. This proves that qb is a monomorphism. Next we shall show that qb is an epimorphism. Let / be any element of HomB(X,A7). Then it suffices to prove <t> ( 2 Bje ®/(e'x,)) =/, i.e., fix) = I ((Spur Eje)ix))f(e'Xj) for all xeX. j
On the other hand, for x = 'Ljbje'xj we have Zj((Spur e,e) (x))/(e'x¿) = S, ((Spur eje) (Z,V*í)) /(e'x,) -Z,(6jO /(e'x;) = E,/(bje'xj) =/( "Ljbje'Xj) =/(x). Thus the proof is completed.
Now we arrive at a place to prove Torf XieM)*, e'N9) x ExtB (i+1\M, N).
This completes the proof. Now, if we take B. B as M, then for a left Be-module N we obtain
Hfe®«(e'Be')0iieBe')*, e'Nee)x tfB-.<t+1) iB,N).
Let n be a ring-isomorphism: eBe®x(e'Be')0-»eBe®K(eBe)0 defined by 1ÍP®P'°) = P®(p'" )°> where a is Nakayama's ring-isomorphism. Then using n, (eBe)* and e'N9 can be considered as left eBee-module and it is easy to show that ieBe')*ex' eBe and ipx® p°)xe = pi xp"2 for xeN, x9ee'Ne9,p1, p2 eeBe. 
